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Design and analysis of walls for deep excavations - A survey on Japanese literature
.v

K. Kato & M. Ikeda

Technological Division, Tokyu Construction Co., Ltd, Tokyo, Japan

Synopsis

Studies on design and analyzing methods for earth retaining structure in Japan have been conducted for many years. This is especially the case for

large scale and deep excavations, where dramatic improvement has been seen in the last quarter century. A considerable number of study reports
and theses have been published during this period. By mentioning some examples of these papers,we can summarize the studies in Japan.

1. Introduction

This paper is prepared as a part of the study related to a survey on
Japanese literature, which was carried out by the Japanese Society of
Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering -Committee on
“Underground Construction in Soft Ground”(JSSMFE TC-28). The
outline of survey made on 827ppapers is contributed by S. Takagi et
al. (1994), which is included in this proceedings.

This paper deals with studiesion design and analysis of braced walls
for deep excavations which have been carried out or published
between 1965 and 1991. Some of them were already introduced to
provisions of various codes of practice established or revised by
organizations concerned around the middle of 197Os_ and the end of1980s. ~ '
Most codes specify the maximum depth of application shallower than
30m, while a number of deeper excavations are carrying out in
practice. So the latest study on deep excavations will be introduced in
this paper. Regarding the lateralpressure acting on earth retaining
systems is contributed by Y. Ishii et al.(1994) in this proceedings.

2. Modeling of earthretaining systems

When analyzing structures, there is always a problem in making a
simple, yet precise, model for a complex object. Analytical methods
of braced walls for excavations are categorized as shown Table 1.

Regarding simplified or conventional methods, no studies on both
simply supported beams method and continuous beam method have
been carried out since 1970s.

So called “Simple beam method” in Japan was introduced to every
codes of practice e.t.c.,which is regarded as “Simple beams with
virtual support method". The method was developed by modifying

\

simply supported beams method to provide a set of wale / strut
support and virtual support for each beam. The virtual support is
positioned a distance below the bottom of excavation that the length
of -span becomes larger than that of the simply supported beam.
Accumulated virtual support method is also one of the modified
methods, will be described later.

With respect to rational methods, the elastic support method and
elasto-plastic support method, which were proposed in Japan around
the beginning of 1970s, in order to apply for excavations deeper than
10m, have been introduced to various codes of practice. In these
methods, the embedded portion of wall is considered a beam
supported elastic or plasto-elastic foundation that presents the
interaction between wall and ground more realistically than
conventional methods, and generally requires a computer for
calculations.

In computer-based numerical analyses, such as FEM and Rl3SM(a
rigid body spring model), each method has both merits and demerits
and an appropriate method should be selected after examining
modeling of the earth retaining systems. There methods are able to
analyze braced walls, movements of adjacent ground and structures
simultaneously.

Tablezl Analytical methods for earth retaining systems.

Simplified methods ° Simply supported beams method
(conventional methods) ° Continuous beam method

Modified methods ° Simple beams with virtual support method
° Accumulated virtual support method

Rational methods ° Elastic support method
° Elasto - plastic support method
° Finite element method
° RBSM e.t.c.



3. Accumulated virtual support method

Nojiri(1972) developed a method assuming the wallto be beams each
supported 'between a wale / strut and a virtual support positioned
below the bottom of excavation. The horizontal displacements and
stresses of walls computed at every stages of excavation are
accumulated in turn. I

Fig.1 illustrates an outline of the method at the 4th stage of
excavation with diagrams of earth and water pressures distribution,
loading to the beam, bending moment of the beam, accumulated
bending moment of the wall and horizontal displacement of the wall.
The negative bending moment at virtual support position which is
affected by the relative stiffness ratio of the ground and wall, is
calculated to be 0.2 to 0.5 times the moment assuming the beam being
fixed at the virtual support position.
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Ki: Coefficient of earth pressure at 4th stage of excavation
R,-3: Reactions to 1st to 3rd wales / struts

RZ: Reaction _to virtual support

Ml: Bending moment at 4th stage of excavation

Fig.1 Diagrams illustrating accumulated virtual support method at

4th stage of excavation

4. Elasto-plastic support method

(1) Beam on elasto-plastic foundation.

Large scale excavations began in urban areas during 1970s.
Up to that time the main subject of studies on earth retaining systems
was estimation of axial forces of struts supporting walls. However,
due to the necessity to predict influence of the excavation on
surrounding areas, studies on movements and stresses of walls were
conducted. with computers which were becoming significantly
important at that period. ln such a situation, Yamagata et al. (1969)
proposed an analytical method for calculation of deformations and
stresses of walls in each excavation stage modifying the method of
analysis of horizontal resistance of piles developed by Y.L. Chang
(see Fig.2). The basic assumptions of the method are as follows:

®The ground .is assumed to be cohesive soil, and the wall is an elastic
body of infinite length downward.

®Lateral pressures of retained side have a triangular distribution in
the areas above the bottom of the excavation and have a rectangular
distribution in areas below the bottom of the excavation.

®Horizonta1 resistance of walls below the bottom of excavation is in

proportion to the displacements of the wall, and does not exceed
passive earth pressures.

@Axial forces on the upper struts are constant after installation and
the wall above the struts prevents further deformation.
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Ri: Axial Force on i-th strut
r\ ' E and C 2 Constants

B: Horizontal spacing of struts
Es: Horizontal elastic modulus of ground
x: Depth below bottom of excavation
y: Horizontal displacement of walls
hik: Height from bottom of h-th excavation to i-th strut

Fig.2 Schematic diagram of Elasto-Plastic'Support Method

As Yamagata et al. mentioned, the method covered under this method
provides sufficiently high stiffness in struts and has a high conformity

to soft cohesive soil. Nakamura et al.(1972) modified Yamagata’s
method for wider applications. The assumptions are as follows:

®The wall is considered to have a limited length, and_the tip of the
wall is to be pin, fixed, or free, depending on the ground condition.

®Lateral pressures of the retained and excavated sides are input at
every excavation stages in order to consider any changes in the
ground conditions.

®Horizontal resistance of the walls in areas below the bottom of
excavation is in proportion to displacements of the wall, and does
not exceed passive earth pressures, the same as Yamagata’s
method.

@Installed struts support the wall and are subjected to move
elastically. Thus, a basic method for expressing subgrade reaction
by using springs was established during this period.

(2) Stiffness of walls
More than several types of walls are used for excavations in Japan,

and their materials and structural characteristics have been studied.

Anbiru et al. (1967) proposed that the bending stress of steel sheet
pile installed by the driving method should be calculated reducing the
nominal moment of inertia by 45 to 60%, in consideration of
mobilized rigidity at interlockings. Kotoda et al. (1978) proposed to
apply nonlinear behavior of reinforced concrete piles subjected to
lateral load diaphragm walls (see Fig.3). ln this method, the wall is
divided according to layers, and moment of inertia in each layer is



considered to be constant. Where a bending crack occurs in the wall

with progress of excavation, the moment of inertia should be reduced.
If the stress is reduced, the reduced moment of inertia is still
effective. Furthermore, Sato et al.(1989) recently reported examples
of design and installaion of a high stiffness 'retaining system with
buttresses (see Fig.4). Regarding the soil-cement-wide flange beam
composite _walls which are employed recently in many excavations in
Japan,Hasegawa et al.(1985) suggested that the stiffness of _the
soil-cement could be neglected for the design, because it is estimated
to be about 1 to 5% of the walls.
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Fig.4 Displacements and stressesof Diaphragm Wall with Buttress

(3) Preloading to struts.
In practice, a preloading is applied to struts in order to minimize

displacements of walls during excavation. Considering subgrade
springs on the retained side, both Maruoka et al.(1982) and Kotoda et
al.(1982) assumed preloadings as concentrated loads acting on elastic
supported beams (see Fig.5).
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Fig.5 Analysis of walls subjected to preloading of struts

S. Finite element method

The finite element method (FEM) has been applied to analysis for
earth retaining systems, after Duncan-Chang (1970) contributed an
analysis of a large-scale excavation. The FEM of the elastic
continuum can be applied to analysis not only on stress' and
displacement of walls but also stress and movement induce`d to
adjacent ground and structures, taking into consideration of a
complicated geometry of excavations and progress of support system
installation.

Ishihara et al. (1970) implemented a plastic characteristic of soils to
the analysis and found that the magnitudes of stresses induced to earth
retaining systems and adjacent ground are affected by the progress
and procedures of excavations.

Sugimoto et al. (1976) compared the observed movements of adjacent
ground induced by a braced excavation with those analyzed by using
the FEM (see Fig.6). A three dimensional analysis of a deep
excavation was contributed by Miyazaki et al. (1989) as shown in
Fig.7.

An example of analysis by employing other method of the elastic
continuum was presented by Aoki et al. (1990), which' deals with an
excavation of alluvial cohesive ground analyzed by using a rigid body
spring model (RBSM). Fig.8 shows an examination on slip lines in the
ground and introduced good agreement between computed and
observed ground surface settlements as well as movements of the
ground.
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Fig.6 Example of meshing for finite element analysis of a braced

wall excavation
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Fig.8 Example of Analysis by RBSM

6. Concluding remarks

The simple beams with virtual support method and plasto-elastic
support method were proposed and applied in Japan widely to braced
excavations, as these were introduced to various codes of practice
published by organizations concerned. The latter is applicable to very

deep excavations and the design is likely corresponded to the
performance.

The most important current issue is the prediction of movements of
adjacent ground associated with excavations , while the advancement
of construction technology contributes in minimizing the movements.

According to the literature survey, many studi_es have been carried on
the FEM, which is appreciated as one of the most advantageous tools
for this aspect. However, how to select appropriate soil parameters
remains still as the most important subject to be studied for any
analytical method concerned.
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